We present a practical scheme for error-resilient digital video broadcasting. using the Wyner-Ziv coding paradigm. We apply the general framework o f systematic lossy source-channel coding to genrrate a supplementary bitstream that can correct transmission errors in the decoded video waveform up to a certain residual distortion. The systematic ponion consists o f a conventional MPEC-2 bitstream. which is transmitted over the error-prone channel without forward error correction. The supplementary bitstream is a IOW rate representation o f the transmitted video sequence generated using Wyner-Ziv encoding. We use the received error-prone MPEC-2 prediction error signal as side information to decode the Wyner-Ziv bits. The decoder combines the error-prone side information and the Wyner-Ziv description to yield an improved decoded video signal. We describe a system that uses an embedded Wyner-Ziv c d e c l o achieve graceful quality degradation without the nerd for a layered representation o f the video waveform.
INTRODUCTION
In typical digital video hroadcasting systems, an MPEC-coded video bitstream is transmitted to multiple receivers. Tocorrect transmission errors, the source hitstream is generally protected using some form o f forward error correction (FEC) . The forward error comction scheme, along with decoder-based error concealment ensures the availability of "broadcast quality" video. However, when the channel error rate exceeds the errnr correction capability o f the FEC codes. the video quality degrades rapidly, leading to the undesirable " c l i f f effect. In this paper, we investigate a novel method for error-resilient video broadcasting which uses Wyner-Ziv coding. instead o f conventional forward error comcLinn.
Wyner-Ziv coding refers to lossy compression with side information at the decoder. Achievable rates for this setting were derived in the mid-1970s by Wyner and Ziv [I, 2, 31. I t was proved that the minimum encoding rate for a source sequence X, for a given distortion, when the side information Y is only known to the decoder, i s greater than or equal to the rate obtainable when the side information is also available at the encoder. Zamir 141 showed that the rate loss assminted with ignoring the side information at the encoder is upper-bounded by the minimax capacity of an additive noise channel, whcre the side information Y is thought to he a noisy version o f X . Even with this rate loss. the encoding rate with Wyner-Ziv coding i s lower than that aohieveahle in theconventional non-distributed case owing to the correlation between X and Y . In general, the Wyner-Ziv codec consists of an inner channel codec and an outer l l i s work is supported in pan by NSF Cnnt NO. CCR-0310376 and C V S t a r r Southcast Asinn Frllowshio quantization-reconstruction pair. For this paper, these functions are performed by a Reed-Solomon codec and an MPEG-2 quantizer respectively.
The Wyner-Ziv problem i s closely related 10 the problem o f systematic lossy source-channel coding 151. In this configuration. an analog source X is transmitted over an analog Channel A without coding. A second encuded version o f X is sent over a digital Channel D as enhancement information. The noisy version Y of the original serves as side information to decode the output of Channel D and produce the enhanced version Y'. The term "systematic coding'' has been introduced as an extension o f systematic error-correcting channel codes to refer to a partially uncoded transmission. Shamai, Verdu. and Zamir established information theoretic bounds and conditions for optimality o f such a configuration in 151. The However. these schemes are not used in practice because o f the inefficient rate-distortion performance o f layered video coding. In this paper, we describe a scheme using Wyner-Ziv coding that can achieve graceful degradation of the decoded video quality wirlmur rhe need fur U layered mpresmrurion.
First results of applying simple pixel-domain Wyner-Ziv coding for error resilient video broadcasting were presented in our own work [II, 121. However, since the Wyner-Ziv codec did not exploit any spatial or temporal correlation in the video sequence. these schemes could not compete with the low bitrates achieved by traditional broadcast systems which use FEC. We presented substantially improved results using a hybrid video codec in conjunction with With transmission errors, Wyner-Ziv hits must he sent to allow error-free reconstruction of the coarser second description. employing the decnled video signal S' as side infomation. The error correction capabilities o f the Wyner-Ziv bitstream can he simultaneously used to protect the Wyner-Ziv hits against transmission errors, The coarser second description and side information Si are combined to yield an improved decoded video signal S'. In ponions where the waveform S' is not affected by transmission errors, S' i s essentially identical to Si. However. in portions of the waveform where S' i s substantially degraded by trnnsmission errors, the second coarser representation transmitted at very low hitrate in the ~ 31 02
Wyner-Ziv hitstrcnm limits the maximum degradation that can wcur. Instead o f the error-concealed decoded signal S', the signal S' a1 the output o f the Wyner-Ziv encoder is fed hack to the MPEG decoder to serve as a more accurate reference frame for decoding of further frames. The systematic scheme described in Fig. I is compatible with systems alrcddy deployed. such as MPEG-2 digital TV broadcasting systems. The Wyner-Ziv bitstreams can he ignored by legacy systems. but would he exploited by new receivers.
Wyner-Ziv Codcc
We now describe a practical Wyner-Ziv codec cnnstructed from well-understood components viz.. quantizers. entropy coders, and a Reed-Solomon (RS) codec. As shown in Fig. 2 The RS decoder uses the parity symbols and error-prone Wynrr-Ziv description to obtain the error-free Wyner-Ziv description. Since the location o f the lost slices is known, the RS decoder can perform emsure decodiny across the error-prone slices. A fallback mechanism substitutes the lost slices in the main video sequence with their correct but coarser versions. After decoding, the coarse fallback causes some prediction mismatch which propagates to the suhsequent frames, but visual examination of the decoded sequence shows that this small error i s imperceptible. Thus, the receiver obtains a video sequence o f .&prior visual quality. This system includes FEC as a special case, if the "coarse" quantizer uses the same quantization parameter as the main MPEG-2 encoder. Note that this scheme applies Wyner-Ziv decoding to the rrceived prediction error signal, as opposed to generating side information by re-encoding the output of the MPEG decoder, as was done in [13] . Therefore, the decoder implementation is very simple, with the coarse quantizer Q1 and extra entropy coding adding a negligible complexity overhead with respect to conventional FEC techniques.
Embedded Wyner-Ziv Codec
The trade-off between the distortion due to transmission errors and Wyner-Ziv hitrate can he exploited to construct an embedded Wyner-Ziv code that achieves graceful degradation o f the decoded video when the error rate o f the channel increases. An example of Wyner-Ziv encoder A employs a coarser representation that i s embedded in the finer representation of Wyner-Ziv encoder R. Since Wyner-Ziv encodcr A has a coarser quantizer, its hitstream i s easier to decode and. therefore. has stmnger error protection capabilities.
It i s decoded first. using decoded video S' as side information to yield improved decoded video 5''. If the transmission erron arc not too severe, then the Wyncr-Ziv streiim R can also he decoded. possibly using the side information SI. This yields a further improved decoded video signal S". Thus, graccful degradation of decoded video quality is achieved withuut a layered coding scheme.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Ziv s t r r m i contain 222 Kbps ofparity information applied to (I) the coarsely quantized description alone. and (2) the finely quantized description alone. For the I-level codec with finer quantization. the Wyner-Ziv bitrate is too low to correctly dccode most o f the frames. so the PSNR falls rapidly. For the I-level codec with coarser quantization, thc Wyner-Ziv bitrate is sufficient to correctly decode all the frames but the PSNR i s affected by the coarse quantization. Hvwever, for the 2-level codcc. the bitrate is uscd efficiently. When a video frame has few error-prone slices. the finer representation can be decoded, When a large number of slices are in error. i t i s still possible to decode the coarser representation. thus avoiding a large drop in PSNR. Since quality degradations due to transmission errors are localized within the sequence, PSNR values everazed over the entire scquence are o f limitcd value. A better appreciation o f the clcnr advantages of embedded Wyner-Ziv coding can be obtained from the traces in Fig. 4 and by comparing the visual quality of the 3.1. Wyner-Ziv Cnding for Forward E r r o r Protection The perfomance of our system oYer a range of symbol is shown for the Foremutt CIF sequence in Fig. 3, along than or equal to that of the single layer scheme with coarsely quantized Wyner-Ziv descrimion. A l l traces are at symbol error probability of 10 we a l l r w for higher distortion. This trade-off has been used to build a embedded Wynrr-Ziv codec. that achieves graceful degradation of the decoded video quality without needing a layered representation of the video source.
